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APPLICANT INFORMATION FORM

Name

Languages Other than English Spoken Fluently

Areas of National Board Certification Achieved or In Progress:

School Size

School Demographic

District Size

School District

School Name

Current Grade Level(s) Taught

Years in Current Position

Total Years of Teaching Experience

Current Subject(s) Taught

PERSONAL INFORMATION

SCHOOL INFORMATION
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EDUCATIONAL HISTORY AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

EDUCATIONAL PREPARATION

EMPLOYMENT RECORD OF SERVICE (Include grade level and/or subject area)

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS (Include offices held and/or other relevant activities)

College or University

School District

Membership

Dates Attended

Position Held

Position Held

Degree Earned (i.e., B.A. in Math)

Dates

Dates

Name of High School Attended City State ZIP Code

List all below, most recent first.
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LEADERSHIP IN STAFF DEVELOPMENT (Include leadership in the training of future teachers)

AWARDS AND OTHER RECOGNITION OF TEACHING

Title

Title

Position Held Dates

Dates
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ESSAY QUESTIONS
Limit all following responses to spaces provided.

PROFESSIONAL BIOGRAPHY
What were the factors that influenced you to become a teacher? 
Describe what you consider to be your greatest contributions and accomplishments in education.
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PHILOSOPHY OF TEACHING
Describe your personal feelings and beliefs about teaching, including your own ideas of what 
makes an outstanding teacher. Describe the rewards you find in teaching. How are your beliefs 
about teaching demonstrated in your personal teaching style?
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EDUCATION ISSUES AND TRENDS
What do you consider to be the major public education issues we face today? Address them in 
depth, out- lining possible causes, effects, and resolutions.
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THE TEACHING PROFESSION
What do you do to strengthen and improve the teaching profession?
What is and/or what should be the basis for accountability in the teaching profession?
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COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Describe your commitment to your community through service-oriented activities including 
volunteer work, civic responsibilities, and other group activities.
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OKLAHOMA TEACHER OF THE YEAR
As the Teacher of the Year, you will serve as a spokesperson and representative for teachers and 
students. What is your message? What will you communicate to your profession and to the public?
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SHARE A LESSON
Describe a lesson or unit that defines you as a teacher. How did you engage all students in the 
learning, and how did that learning influence your students? How are your beliefs about teaching 
demonstrated in this lesson or unit?



Katherine Mayer Christensen 
1393 Snyder Gulch Road 

Evergreen, CO 80439 
      
         August 17, 2020 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
It is my great honor and privilege to recommend Michael Patterson as Oklahoma’s Teacher of the Year.  Mr. 
Patterson’s skill as a classroom teacher, his ability to his inspire students, and his belief in the 
transformational power of education make him an ideal candidate for this honor.  In his 42 years of 
teaching, he has positively influenced generations of students and has singlehandedly built a speech and 
debate program that inspires students to achieve academic success, develop critical thinking and 
communication skills, and grow to be the leaders and advocates that today’s world so desperately needs. 
 
I grew up in the small town of Guymon, Oklahoma, in a family of ranchers and farmers.  I first entered one 
of Mr. Patterson’s classes in 1986 as a freshman in high school and was immediately struck by his dynamic 
teaching style and the high standards that he set for his students.  Mr. Patterson challenged me, both 
academically and personally, in a way that I had not encountered previously.  He asked me to think deeply 
and creatively, to ground my opinions in thorough and thoughtful research, and to grapple with nuanced 
and complex issues.  He fostered my work ethic and inspired me to set big goals and dedicate myself to 
achieving them.  It was because of his dedication as a teacher and his belief in my potential that I was able 
to compete successfully at the state and national level during my high school speech and debate career.  
Upon graduating from high school, I went on to attend Harvard College and Harvard Law School and to 
become the fourth woman ever to be elected the President of the Harvard Law Review.  These 
accomplishments are a testament to Mr. Patterson’s gifts as a teacher and I have no doubt that I would not 
have achieved them without his mentorship.  He helped me discover my potential, find confidence in my 
voice, and hone the communication, critical thinking, and collaboration skills that have been critical to my 
success.  He has had a lasting and significant impact on my life. 
 
One of the truly outstanding things about Mr. Patterson is that my story is not unique.  He has had a similar 
effect on hundreds, if not thousands, of other students from diverse backgrounds and facing unique 
challenges.  I personally know many students who consider their time in his classroom formative and who 
use the lessons learned there on a daily basis.  His influence has extended beyond the walls of Guymon 
High School through his work at the state and national level to empower students through speech and 
debate programs.  He has inspired generations of students to pursue higher education, to advocate for 
their beliefs and pursue their creative passions, to seek success in their careers, and to continue his legacy 
of providing today’s students with a quality education. 
 
I hope that the Oklahoma State Department of Education will seize this opportunity to recognize the 
dedicated service of Michael Patterson.  He is, without a doubt, a stellar example of the professionalism, 
inspiration, and quality that reflects the very best in education in Oklahoma. 
 

Sincerely, 

 
Katherine Mayer Christensen 



 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  

 
May 22, 2020 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
It is my pleasure to recommend Michael Patterson for Oklahoma Teacher of the Year as a teacher of 
secondary language arts, speech, and theater and in the field of secondary education. As a colleague of 
Michael’s for the past seventeen years, I have witnessed his incredible work ethic and strong skills as an 
educator, speech and debate coach and leader.  
 
As a coach of forensics, Michael has been a tremendous asset to the speech and debate community. 
Michael has worked countless hours teaching and training hundreds of students, developing interpretation, 
cutting scripts, and blocking speech performances. In my 10 years of coaching forensics activities and 
seventeen years of serving as the Executive Director of the National Speech & Debate Association, I believe 
Michael Patterson to one of the best in inspiring youth and training them for leadership. 

   
During his coaching career Michael has been honored with tremendous success and accolade due to his 
outstanding coaching skills and dedication to teaching students. Along with coaching fourteen team 
championships, ninety individual state champions, and thirty-four qualifiers to the National Tournament, 
Michael has been honored with several state and national awards, including being named the 1999 OSSAA 
Speech Teacher of the Year. 
 
Another mark of a great educator is their willingness to serve in leadership roles that directly impact the 
quality of education occurring. Michael Patterson had truly been a leader in the activity of speech and 
debate. In the state of Oklahoma, Michael has served as the National Speech & Debate Association District 
Chair since 2012, has been a member of the OSSAA Speech Advisory Committee since 1994, and has served 
as the Director of Oklahoma State Speech Tournament since 2007. On a National level, Michael has served 
as the Chair of the Lincoln-Douglas Debate division of the NSDA National Speech and Debate Tournament 
for the past two years and as part of its committee since 1996.   
 
The impact that Michael Patterson has had on the activity of speech and debate through his coaching, 
teaching, and leadership is certainly worthy of praise. He is an innovative teacher, coach, and director 
committed to educating young people. Furthermore, he is dedicated to teaching students the 
communication skills necessary for their futures. It is with great pleasure that I affirm my recommendation 
of Michael Patterson as a worthy candidate for Oklahoma Teacher of the Year. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
J. Scott Wunn 
Executive Director 



To the Oklahoma Teacher of the Year Selection Committee: 

I write to you to ask you to select Michael Patterson as Oklahoma’s next Teacher of the Year.  As a 

classroom teacher finishing my 26th year, I don’t make this recommendation lightly.  In my own 

educational journey, I have never encountered a teacher with more innate teaching genius than Michael 

Patterson.  He has positively impacted my life more than any person I know, other than my parents.   

I have been blessed to have experienced Michael’s teaching magic first hand as a high school student 

where he was my speech teacher.  I have been honored to work with him as a cooperating teacher for 

my student teaching, as a mentor for my first years of teaching, as a member of his staff at a debate 

institute, and a member of his national tabulation staff.  It’s fair to say I have seen Michael’s teaching 

ability in nearly every capacity, and he still just amazes me with his ability as an educator.   

You will, no doubt, see incredible candidates as you look at this year’s applicants for Teacher of the Year.  

I do not believe you will find a better candidate than Michael.  For 41 years, Michael has taught Speech, 

Debate, and English at Guymon High School.  Guymon has become very ethnically and economically 

diverse, and Michael thrives in this environment.  Some teachers slow down or approach the job with 

less energy and enthusiasm after decades in the classroom, but Michael still pursues excellence from 

himself and his students with the same vigor I saw from him when I was his student.  He is, quite simply, 

a gifted teacher.  

Michael’s teaching discipline is teaching and coaching competitive debate and speech, and he is VERY 

good at his job. He has led his teams to over a dozen OSSAA State Championships, and numerous 

national tournament appearances. As a speech and debate coach, it is often difficult to separate 

coaching and teaching; however Michael never loses perspective on his job as an educator first.  Michael 

navigates this difficulty by exhibiting honest care for each of his students.  He sees students as people 

full of potential. His care for students often extends beyond the classroom- even beyond graduation, 

and many of us still think of him as our teacher well into our adult lives.    

Great teachers are really known for the legacy they leave behind in their students.  Michael continues to 

leave an amazing legacy.  I am a teacher, and Michael showed me I could be.  Four decades of students 

who are now successful as educators, medical professionals, lawyers, business owners, politicians, and 

entertainers would tell you Michael Patterson was the teacher who impacted their lives the most.   

I ask you to reward this amazing educator with this honor.  It is long overdue.   

Sincerely,  

 

Russ Tidwell- Garden City High School Debate and Speech Teacher 
2018 NSDA Teacher of the Year for Kansas 
2012 NFHS Kansas Nominee Outstanding Debate/Speech/Theater Educator 
2010 Finney County Crystal Apple Teacher/Kansas Teacher of the Year Nominee 
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	Name 1: Michael Patterson
	Languages Other than English Spoken Fluently: N/A
	National Board Certifications: 
	Current Grade Level(s) Taught: 9-12
	Current Subject(s) Taught: Speech/Debate/Drama
	Years in Current Position: 41
	Total Years of Teaching Experience: 41
	School District: Guymon Public Schools
	School Name: Guymon High School
	School Size: Appx. 900  9-12
	District Size: Appx. 2100
	School Demographic: [Public]
	College or University 1: University of Oklahoma
	Degree Earned 1: N/A
	Dates Attended 1: Fall 1975
	College or University 2: Southwestern Oklahoma State
	Degree Earned 2: B.A. Speech/Theater Education
	Dates Attended 2: Jan. '76-July '79
	College or University 3: 
	Degree Earned 3: 
	Dates Attended 3: 
	College or University 4: 
	Degree Earned 4: 
	Dates Attended 4: 
	College or University 5: 
	Degree Earned 5: 
	Dates Attended 5: 
	College or University 6: 
	Degree Earned 6: 
	Dates Attended 6: 
	Name of High School Attended: Woodward High School
	City 3: Woodward
	State 3: OK
	ZIP Code 3: 73801
	School District 2: Guymon Public Schools
	Dates 1: Aug. '79-present
	Position Held 1: Teacher
	School District 3: 
	Dates 2: 
	Position Held 2: 
	School District 4: 
	Dates 3: 
	Position Held 3: 
	School District 5: 
	Dates 4: 
	Position Held 4: 
	School District 6: 
	Dates 5: 
	Position Held 5: 
	School District 7: 
	Dates 6: 
	Position Held 6: 
	Membership 1: NEA
	Dates 7: Aug. '79-present
	Position Held 7: Member
	Membership 2: OEA
	Dates 8: Aug. '79-present
	Position Held 8: Member
	Membership 3: NSDA
	Dates 9: 2012-present
	Position Held 9: District Chair/West Oklahoma
	Membership 4: NSDA
	Dates 10: 2018-present
	Position Held 10: National Co-Chair Lincoln Douglas Debate
	Membership 5: NSDA
	Dates 11: 1998-present
	Position Held 11: National LD/DebateCommittee
	Membership 6: OSSAA
	Dates 12: 2007-present
	Position Held 12: State Speech Committee ('94-present) State Director
	Title 1: OSSAA Speech Coaches
	Dates 13: 1994-present
	Dates 14: 1994-2012
	Dates 15: Mar. 2019
	Dates 16: 
	Dates 17: 
	Dates 18: 
	Position Held 13: Committee member/presenter
	Position Held 14: Advanced Debate director/New coaches sessions
	Position Held 15: Documentary Film Project Proposal/Presenter
	Position Held 16: 
	Position Held 17: 
	Position Held 18: 
	Dates 19: 
	Position Held 19: 
	Dates 20: 
	Position Held 20: 
	Dates 21: 
	Position Held 21: 
	Title 2: Cameron Debate Camp
	Title 3: Guymon Schools PD
	Title 4: 
	Title 5: 
	Title 6: 
	Title 7: 
	Title 8: 
	Title 9: 
	Title 10: Charline Burton Speech/Debate Coach of the Year/West Oklahoma NFL
	Title 11: National Federation of High Schools/Oklahoma Speech Teacher of the Year
	Title 12: H.B. Mitchell Outstanding Teacher/Okla. Speech/Theater/Comm. Assn.
	Title 13: Norman North High School Inaugural Jim Ryan Teacher of the Year
	Title 14: National Speech and Debate Assn. Distinguished Service Gold Key
	Title 15: Guymon Daily Herald- Guymon Schools Teacher of the Decade
	Title 16: National Speech and Debate Assn. 6th Diamond Award
	Title 17: National Speech and Debate Assn. Distinguished Service Award-5th Honors
	Title 18: 
	Dates 22: 1992
	Dates 23: 1999
	Dates 24: 2002
	Dates 25: 2019
	Dates 26: 2019
	Dates 27: 2020
	Dates 28: 2020
	Dates 29: 2020
	Dates 30: 
	Professional Biography:      My journey as educator began in the fall of 1979 at Guymon High School in Guymon, OK. I was 21 years old and thought I knew almost everything. That was when my real education about education began. My initial assignments: sophomore English, speech and debate. I was also a Student Council sponsor. 41 years later I’m still teaching the speech and debate as well as some drama. I have taught, at some point, every level of secondary English.                                                               In my home we refer to education as “the family business”. My father taught in the Woodward School district for 20 years and my mother was a grade school secretary for nearly that long. All three of my daughters have been involved in education as teachers, counselors and administrators. Two of the three sons-in-law are also public school employees.               I had some notion in high school that I might have a future teaching speech/debate/drama as I found that other students who were involved in competitive speaking would come to me for advice and more often than not, when they used that advice, they were successful. I hate to admit that there was more than one instance where my coaching one of my teammates actually ended with me placing behind that teammate. For me, that was the spark that suggested to me that I could be a teacher. It was the beginning of what would become my career.          In four decades, I have had any number of students that have achieved high levels of success in competitive speaking, acting and debate. An overview of those successes would include: 14 team state championships, two one act state championships and 16 state runners-up finishes. Individual students have accounted for 90 individual state champions and 34 qualifiers to the National Speech Tournament. I have served as the National Speech and Debate Association’s (NSDA) National Co-Chair for Lincoln-Douglas Debate the past two years after having served on that staff nationally since 1998. I am a Six Diamond Coach in that organization. I was named the Burton Coach of the Year in 1992, OSSAA Speech Teacher of the Year in 1999 and winner of the H.B. Mitchell Award from the Oklahoma Speech Theater Communication Association in 2002. I have been a member of the OSSAA Speech Advisory Committee since 1994. I currently act as Director of the Oklahoma State Speech Tournament and have since 2007 and I have been a member of the West Oklahoma NSDA District committee since 1996 and its Chair since 2012.          I have been particularly gratified that GHS speech/debate students have been accepted to each of the service academies as well as a number of the Ivy League schools. That includes a former GHS debate student who became only the third woman in Harvard’s history to be President of their Law Review. I believe that each of those kids and many others would testify that their experiences within the GHS Speech/Debate program was foundational to their success.     
	Professional Biography 2:      Another item I’m fond of is to see the dozen or so former students who have chosen to teach speech/debate. There is a vast joy in experiencing former students who chose to teach the same disciplines. It’s been my good fortune to see a former student win School of the Year honors at the National Speech Tournament. That’s a wonderful moment.     The best experiences are those moments in class when you observe the time and effort land. To watch a debater’s face as a difficult theoretical concept comes into focus and is then used to winning effect; to see an acting student break through inhibitions and allow emotional honesty to inform a performance; to hear a teenage orator realize the power of words and their effect on an audience are the moments that are the evidence of accomplishment and that, in my view, matter the most.          Still, trophies will sit in a case for decades. Knowing that you’ve aided a student in a way that will materially enrich the rest of their lives is as great a contribution as any that a teacher can make.
	Philosophy of Teaching:      I believe in the power of communication and that it is the key that can open almost any door in our society.  That belief has been the foundation of my educational philosophy from there very beginning.          I try every day to enter my classroom with a belief in the art of the possible and that is the prism through which I view the pedagogy of instruction in each of the disciplines that I teach.  Another of my foundational beliefs is that every student is capable of being a successful communicator.  I feel that each educator must approach their classroom and discipline with that belief.  That’s where it all starts for me.  Job one for any instructor, in my view, is that you have to believe that students are capable of doing what you’re going to ask them to do.            This notion that mastering the ability to communicate is vital to a student and a society isn’t anything new.  The ancient Greeks thought that it was a vital discipline and that all learned people needed to be able to practice the art of rhetoric.  Their view was that a citizen needed to be able to practice it and discern the foibles of it in order to be an effective member of society.  Over 2,000 years later, I believe that is still the case; maybe more so.            I believe it is crucial, educationally, that we treat students with respect as autonomous individuals with the ability and freedom to make choices about the paths they chose to take.  I also insist upon the rigor of responsibility for those choices.  Those lessons, to my mind, are as important as any that I teach.          My core strategies have been and continue to be to highlight individual responsibility, creativity, risk-taking and goal setting.  That approach has been honed through decades of experience.  These principles have been modified for a changing demographic and advance of technology as a part of students’ lives but generally, these precepts seem to continue to function well.          If I have had any success as a teacher, it comes back to this very basic set of beliefs.                                    Communication is the most valuable skill we can teach.  All students are capable of being effective communicators.  Competition is the best method to hone skills.  Students should be respected but also expected to fulfill responsibilities and obligations.
	Philosophy of Teaching 2: 
	Education Issues and Trends:      Educators are being challenged to excel in the classroom by forces and circumstances that were unimaginable not that long ago.  Chief among those challenges are public support, shifting demographics, bureaucracy and the march of technology.          Public support for education, according to Education Week, largely extends to the public’s specific local schools but support for public education in a holistic sense seems to stop at a district’s lines.   This manifests itself as an unwillingness among many to consider increased funding for schools which makes it difficult for pro-education lobbying efforts to move the needle in terms of teacher pay and classroom funding.          In our community, shifting demographics is a tremendous factor to deal with.  I suspect it is likely the same to some extent throughout the state of Oklahoma and across the nation but in my district the change has been truly dynamic.  In the mid-1990’s, a major pork processing facility was established in Guymon.  Its presence changed the community in myriad ways.            In the space of the last two decades, my school district has seen a shift from a majority white community to reversal of that ratio.  The district's latest demographics breakdown from 2019-20 shows that 84% of students enrolled are from groups traditionally labeled as minorities.  The district now notes that within our modest-sized system we have students from 31 different nations and that at least 37 different languages and/or dialects are spoken in various classrooms and across all age groups.          Additionally, the Guymon district's socioeconomic reality has fundamentally altered as well.  Guymon currently has approximately 80% of its enrollees eligible for free or reduced lunchescompared to the national average of 51% according to the Southern Education Foundation.       Additionally, some of the newest members of the community come from unique backgrounds that pose unanticipated concerns to the school district.  Those challenges range from the enrollment of some of the “Lost Boys” from war torn Sudan and the PTSD they are suffering to students that are in their teens and yet have never been enrolled in any school prior to their arrival.           This combination of factors, I believe, is by-and-large unique in Oklahoma and probably nationwide.  The presence of that level of diversity with a corresponding level of poverty in the midst of the rural Oklahoma Panhandle confounds the stereotypical assumptions that most people have about the region.   We’re not the rural white middle class community that existed here for more most of the community’s history.  I sometimes describe our district as being an urban school in a rural setting.     
	Education Issues and Trends 2:      To say that this shift has presented new realities for teachers and administrators to work through would be an understatement and the challenges for classes dedicated to teaching improved communication skills, the roadblocks are formidable.           A third issue that educators face is ever increasing bureaucracy.  Anecdotally, it seems to me that this might be just as important an issue in terms of blunting the enthusiasm for a career in education as salaries.  The frustration with ambiguity of policies and regulations, constant shifts in those policies and regulations, inconsistent application of same and finally what often seems like lack of support from other stakeholders in education leaves many of my fellow educators doubting their choice to pursue the career or re-assessing that choice after doing the job for some time.     The fourth issue that seems to me to be challenging are the immense shifts in technology.  Schools are faced with a rapidly evolving computerized and online world outside the classroom that has already forced districts to contemplate changes to policies and practices to be responsive to this new world.   Additionally, school systems also are grappling with methods of integrating those technologies into the classroom.            Any of these issues would independently be a powerful challenge.  Collectively, they appear to be overwhelming and while not exclusive in terms of explaining the exodus of teaching talent out of Oklahoma classrooms are certainly some of the major reasons for that occurrence.It should be no surprise that I would advocate that improved communication is a first step to alleviate any of what is detailed above.  Educators must become better at conveying these areas of challenge to parents/guardians, legislators and the public at large.  Further, the listening component of communication needs to have as much focus for all stakeholders for progress to happen.  
	The Teaching Profession:      My personal approach to strengthening and improving the teaching profession comes through mentoring in a couple of unique ways.  I have been directing Oklahoma’s State Speech Tournament for the Oklahoma Secondary School Activities Association since 2007 and I also serve as the Chairperson for the West Oklahoma District of the National Speech and Debate Association which, in part, means that I also direct the National Speech Tournament Qualifying Tournament.          In both instances I am constantly dealing with fellow instructors from throughout Oklahoma from schools large and small and that necessarily entails a mentoring component.  That mentoring can range from best practices to fund raising to interpretation of rules.          As I am writing this section of my application I am simultaneously answering questions from a teacher in an eastern Oklahoma 6A school about her qualifiers for the National Speech Tournament and the process for entering them.  In addition to that, I am consulting the director of our upcoming Regional Speech Tournament about how to properly divide competitors into manageably sized groups for that competition.In addition, I have spent many years as a member of the Oklahoma Secondary School Activities Association Speech Advisory Committee (since 1994) and consequently have chaired and aided in teacher/coach seminars as a part of the OSSAA's annual speech coaches clinic/meeting.I also was the director for the Advanced Debate division for 19 years for the Cameron University Debate Camp (1994-2012) which annually included a new coaches clinic for which I was a presenter each year.          What makes it unique is the opportunity to interact and mentor a much larger group of teachers that are more diverse than site specific mentoring (though I do a good deal of that as well).       In as far as accountability of the teaching profession is concerned I would note points for consideration would include: consistency from evaluators as well as a commitment to consistence in evaluation instruments and criteria.  Shifting any of these items puts educators in a position of uncertainty and ambiguity.            For educators it can feel like a maze.
	The Teaching Profession 2: 
	Community Involvement:      My contribution to the community has largely come as a result of co-founding the local community theater group in 1979 and being involved in all aspects of its existence.  I have served at some point in every officer position of the board of directors.  Over the course of four decades I have directed dozens of plays involving hundreds of cast and crew members and for thousands of patrons.  The next project is Into the Woods which is due to be staged in February of 2021.          I have also volunteered as writer/director for fund raising productions that benefited the Panhandle Services for Children.  That group is dedicated to providing minors shelter in instances where their parent/guardian may be absent often due to legal issues.          Many summers, my family and I have volunteered to work the local food bank which involved accounting, delivery and re-stocking of food items for the indigent.          One of my fondest memories and favorite moments of volunteer service came in the wake of Hurricane Katrina.  My community has had a “sister-city”, Foley, on the coast of Alabama for a number of years.  After Katrina, I spear-headed a spontaneous local effort to gather and deliver relief – clothing, food, fresh water, etc.  We gathered thousands of items and sent them via a convoy of volunteered trucks to the residents of Foley a mere four days after Katrina made landfall.          I have served in the past as a member of the Texas County Arts and Humanities Council and board member of the Guymon Community Theatre.
	Oklahoma Teacher of the Year 1:           My message as Oklahoma’s State Teacher of the Year would focus on advocacy in two crucial areas:  predictability of funding and teacher retention.          The first would be to advocate for a more consistent funding source for Oklahoma education.  Despite assurances in the past that the state would diversify away from the volatility and uncertainty of education funding primarily tied to the caprices of the oil and gas industry, the state still seems to be essentially tied to that policy.  Schools need more predictability in as far as knowing from year to year what funding is going to look like.  Planning for the future with that piece of the puzzle missing is irresponsible on the one and results in unpredictability on the other.          The other area advocacy would be to address issues that I’ve mentioned above that are critical to teacher retention.  Constant turnover of educators is disruptive on its face but at a deeper level the inability to recruit and retain good teachers also strips the entire enterprise of institutional memory leaving districts without the rich body of knowledge that exists in long term quality teachers.
	Oklahoma Teacher of the Year 2: DEFINING LESSON: SPEECH: PERCEPTION AND PERSPECTIVEOBJECTIVES:  1) Practical application of concise word choice in communication.  2) Practical application of critical listening skills. 3) Discover and apply non-verbal modes of communication.     Materials: Ideally a matching set of wooden blocks that are geometric ex: various sizes of and compositions of blocks.  I have also done this exercise with matching sets of books and dictionaries.  The two sets of items, whatever they are, must be identical.  You also need two Classroom desks.          Process: Divide members of the class into three person groupings.  One student is designated as the  "communicator; one is the "listener" and the third is the "builder/timekeeper”.          Sit the communicator and the listener back to back in the desks.  Then the builder arranges the blocks in any way on the communicator’s desk.  After the blocks are arranged, the communicator’s task is to tell the builder how to arrange the second set of blocks on his/her desk.  The listener is not allowed to speak or make any audible verbalization.  The goal is to communicate effectively enough so that the listener’s composition of the wooden blocks matches the communicator’s exactly.  I usually apply a three minute time limit for each iteration of the exercise.  Other groups are to observe silently.         At the end of the three minutes, reveal to the listener and communicator what they have done with commentary about successes and errors.  Commentary should include noting where communication was effective by highlighting the portions of the constructions are the same.  Commentary should include noting where communication was not as successful as revealed by portions of the construction that are not identical.  Invite the class to comment as well.          Repeat this process with each group of three. Have each  group switch positions so all students act in each of the roles.   Encourage students to adapt their strategies by learning from previous groups' experiences.     Evaluation: All students are required to participate in all three roles.  Upon completion students are graded on a pass/fail basis.


